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Francisella tularensisis subsp. tularensis is an intracellular bacterial pathogen and the

causative agent of the life-threatening zoonotic disease tularemia. The Francisella

Pathogenicity Island encodes a large secretion apparatus, known as a Type VI Secretion

System (T6SS), which is essential for Francisella to escape from its phagosome and

multiply within host macrophages and to cause disease in animals. The T6SS, found

in one-quarter of Gram-negative bacteria including many highly pathogenic ones, is a

recently discovered secretion system that is not yet fully understood. Nevertheless, there

have been remarkable advances in our understanding of the structure, composition, and

function of T6SSs of several bacteria in the past few years. The system operates like

an inside-out headless contractile phage that is anchored to the bacterial membrane via

a baseplate and membrane complex. The system injects effector molecules across the

inner and outer bacterial membrane and into host prokaryotic or eukaryotic targets to kill,

intoxicate, or in the case of Francisella, hijack the target cell. Recent advances include an

atomic model of the contractile sheath, insights into the mechanics of sheath contraction,

the composition of the baseplate and membrane complex, the process of assembly of

the apparatus, and identification of numerous effector molecules and activities. While

Francisella T6SS appears to be an outlier among T6SSs, with limited or no sequence

homology with other systems, its structure and organization are strikingly similar to other

systems. Nevertheless, we have only scratched the surface in uncovering the mysteries

of the Francisella T6SS, and there are numerous questions that remain to be answered.

Keywords: tularemia, Francisella tularensis, Francisella pathogenicity island, CryoElectron microscopy, atomic
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INTRODUCTION

Francisella tularensis subsp. tularensis is a Gram-negative bacterium that causes a serious and
potentially fatal zoonotic infection, tularemia, in animals and humans (Ellis et al., 2002).
F. tularensis has a relatively broad host-range and is capable of multiplying intracellularly in insects
as well as in a wide range of mammals, including rabbits, rodents, beavers, and man. For mammals,
F. tularensis is the most infectious bacterial pathogen known; the LD50 in mice for a subcutaneous
inoculation of the virulent SCHU S4 strain is 1–4 organisms (Bell et al., 1955), and in humans, as
few as 10 organisms delivered subcutaneously or 25 organisms delivered by inhalation can lead to
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life threatening infection (Saslaw et al., 1961a,b). Because of
its high infectivity and lethality, the ease with which it can be
cultured and dispersed, and the history of its use as a bioweapon,
it is considered a potential agent of bioterrorism and is classified
as a Tier 1 Select Agent. This has led to renewed interest and
investigation of its cell biology and the pathogenic mechanisms
underlying its remarkable infectivity.

INTRACELLULAR LIFE CYCLE OF
F. TULARENSIS

Although F. tularensis infection has been demonstrated in many
host cells, including alveolar epithelial cells, neutrophils, and
hepatocytes, macrophages are infected early in infection and are
important both as a major site of bacterial replication and in
host defense against infection. We have shown that the bacteria
are internalized by macrophages via a novel mechanism–looping
phagocytosis (Clemens et al., 2005; Clemens and Horwitz, 2007;
Figure 1), and that the O-antigen polysaccharide plays a role in
the morphology of this process (Clemens et al., 2012). Following
uptake, F. tularensis resides in a membrane-bound vacuole that
acquires early endosomal markers, but resists maturation, as
evidenced by its failure to fuse with secondary lysosomes and its
only limited acquisition of cathepsin D and lysosome-associated
membrane glycoproteins. Ultrastructurally, the F. tularensis
phagosome acquires a unique, densely staining fibrillar coat
that forms blebs and vesicles and subsequently fragments, with
escape of the bacterium into the cytosol, where it replicates
freely (Golovliov et al., 2003; Clemens et al., 2004; Clemens and
Horwitz, 2007; Chong and Celli, 2010; Figure 1). F. tularensis
subsp. tularensis (F. tularensis) is genetically closely related to
the attenuated vaccine strain F. tularensis subsp. holarctica Live
Vaccine Strain (LVS) and to F. tularensis subsp. novicida (also
classified and hereafter referred to as F. novicida; Johansson
et al., 2010) and it shares with them the same intracellular life-
style. After extensive replication within the host cell, the bacteria
induce apoptosis or pyroptosis, culminating in release of bacteria
that can initiate another round of infection in host cells (Lai et al.,
2001; Mariathasan et al., 2005) or spread from cell to cell by way
of trogocytosis (Bourdonnay and Henry, 2016; Steele et al., 2016).

The host cell does have innate defenses that come into play.
Macrophage guanylate binding proteins act downstream of Type
I interferon receptors to bind to F. tularensis, facilitating lysis
of the bacteria and release of bacterial DNA, which in turn
activates the AIM2 inflammasome and Caspase 1, IL-1β, and IL-
18, leading to macrophage cell death and helping to control the
infection (Henry et al., 2007; Weiss et al., 2007b; Man et al., 2015;
Meunier et al., 2015).

Checroun et al. have shown, in mouse bone marrow-derived
macrophages, that at late times after infection (> 20 h) a
large percentage of F. tularensis LVS enter double-membraned,
LC3-positive autophagic vacuoles (termed Francisella-containing
vacuoles, FCVs) that are acidified, stain positively for LAMP-1
and cathepsin D and fuse with secondary lysosomes (Checroun
et al., 2006). It is intriguing that the F. tularensis within the
FCVs do not escape from these compartments via their Type

FIGURE 1 | Life cycle of F. tularensis in human macrophages. After uptake by

looping phagocytosis (upper left), the bacteria (green) reside in a membrane

bound vacuole that often acquires a densely staining fibrillar coat (post first

arrow), which subsequently forms blebs and vesicles (post second arrow), and

disintegrates. The bacteria escape the phagosome and replicate freely in the

cytosol (post third arrow).

VI Secretion System (T6SS) apparatus as they do from their
phagosome post ingestion. These autophagic FCVsmay reflect an
aspect of host control of the intracellular infection, rather than a
feature of the F. tularensis intracellular life cycle that benefits the
bacterium, since induction of autophagy promotes eradication of
infection (Chiu et al., 2009).

THE FRANCISELLA PATHOGENICITY
ISLAND

Gray et al. (2002) used transposon mutagenesis to identify five
genetic loci in F. novicida whose disruption led to impaired
intracellular growth in macrophages: iglA, iglB, iglC, iglD, and
clpB. While the induction of IglC in the intramacrophage
environment was appreciated from work by Golovliov et al.
(1997) the relation of these genes to the gene clusters of
other bacteria and their role in a secretion system was not
recognized at this time. The existence of the Francisella
Pathogenicity Island (FPI) was first reported by Nano et al.
(2004), who described a large cluster of genes on an island
of the F. novicida chromosome with a relatively low GC
content that is required for intracellular growth in macrophages
and for virulence in mice. This ∼30-kb island encodes 18
genes, 14 of which have been shown to be essential for
growth in macrophages; all, except for pdpE and anmK, are
required for full virulence in mice (Figure 2; Bröms et al.,
2010).

Because some proteins encoded on the FPI (such as VgrG
and DotU) show clear homology to the core components of
T6SSs of other Gram-negative bacteria, it was proposed that the
FPI encoded a T6SS. Bioinformatic analysis of IglA and IglB
suggested that they could be components of a T6SS apparatus,
and de Bruin et al. showed that IglA was expressed as a
soluble cytoplasmic protein under control of the MglA and
MglB global regulators, with expressionmarkedly increasing after
macrophage infection, and that IglA expression was essential
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FIGURE 2 | Schematic organization of the T6SS gene cluster on the FPI. Names of F. novicida gene products are shown above and names of the corresponding

canonical T6SS gene products (where known) are shown below. Gene products shown in blue are required for growth in macrophages and for virulence in animals;

those in orange are required for full virulence in animals (Weiss et al., 2007a) but not for growth in macrophages; and those in green are not required for growth in

macrophages or for virulence in animals (Bröms et al., 2010).

to intramacrophage growth of F. novicida. (de Bruin et al.,
2007). While most proteins of the FPI have little or no sequence
homology to T6SS proteins of other bacteria, for those whose
structure has been determined to date, the proteins have shown
striking structural homology to other T6SSs. For example, we
have recently shown by CryoEM that the FPI proteins IglA
and IglB assemble into long cylinders with strong structural
homology to the sheaths of contractile phage tails (myophages),
R-type pyocins, and the contractile sheaths of other bacterial
T6SSs, despite the absence of sequence homology (Clemens et al.,
2015).

There are two copies of the FPI present in F. tularensis and
F. tularensis subsp. holarctica LVS, while F. novicida has a single
copy (Bröms et al., 2010); additionally, F. novicida possesses a
related genomic island named Francisella novicida island (Rigard
et al., 2016). Because F. novicida has only a single copy of the
FPI and is of low virulence for humans, it has served as a
more tractable subspecies for study and it is widely used for
investigations of the FPI.

TYPE VI SECRETION SYSTEMS

Type VI Secretion Systems (T6SSs) are recently identified large
nanomachines encoded on gene clusters that function like an
inside-out contractile phage tail to inject effector molecules
across the inner and outer bacterial membrane and into host
prokaryotic or eukaryotic targets in order to kill, intoxicate, or
in the case of Francisella, hijack the target cell (Bingle et al.,
2008; Cianfanelli et al., 2016b). T6SSs are very widespread
among bacteria, being found in one quarter of sequenced
Gram-negative bacteria, including many that are important
plant, animal, and human pathogens (Bingle et al., 2008;
Boyer et al., 2009). T6SSs resemble, and are thought to be
evolutionarily related to, other Contractile Injection Systems
(CISs): myophages (Leiman and Shneider, 2012), R-type pyocins
(Ge et al., 2015), anti-feeding phage (Afp) (Heymann et al., 2013),
and metamorphosis associated structures (MACs) (Shikuma
et al., 2014). However, these contractile injection systems have
undergone extensive divergence so that sequence homologies
are often limited, and it is unclear which system evolved first.
The T6SS differs from other CISs in that it is the only one
that contracts inside the organism (Böck et al., 2017). The

T6SS remains within the intact bacterium when the apparatus
contracts and injects its effectors across the bacterial inner
and outer membranes and into the target cell. All other CISs,
such as myophages, Afps, and MACs, are designated “eCISs” to
indicate that they contract in the extracellular space following
their release from the bacterium in which they were assembled
(Böck et al., 2017).

CISs have in common several key components: a long
contractile sheath, a tube that fits within the sheath tipped with
a central spike/effector protein complex that is propelled by
contraction of the sheath, and a baseplate complex (Leiman
and Shneider, 2012). In addition to these components, T6SSs
also include a membrane complex that anchors the baseplate to
the membrane and allows passage of the central spike/effector
complex and tube without compromise to the integrity of the host
bacterial inner and outer membranes (Ho et al., 2014).

Canonical T6SSs have in common 13 conserved core subunits
(designated “Type six secretion subunits, TssA–TssM, Table 1)
encoded on gene clusters that assemble to form the apparatus.
The discovery and general characteristics of the T6SS have
been the subject of several excellent reviews (Ho et al., 2014;
Basler, 2015; Cianfanelli et al., 2016b; Hood et al., 2017). The
first clue to the existence of this new secretion system was the
observation that Haemolysis coregulated protein (Hcp), which
lacks a signal sequence, was secreted by Vibrio cholerae (Williams
et al., 1996). In 2003, Bladergroen et al. (2003) identified a gene
cluster essential for secretion in Rhizobium leguminosarum that
encoded what subsequently became known as a T6SS. They
showed that this gene cluster influenced the host range of the
bacterium and hypothesized that it was involved in protein
secretion. Similar gene clusters were identified in many other
bacteria, including V. cholerae, and observed to include genes
homologous to the Type 4 secretion membrane protein gene,
icmF (Das and Chaudhuri, 2003). Evidence for the role of a
similar gene cluster in virulence of the fish pathogen Edwardsiella
tarda came from the work of Rao et al., who used transposon
mutagenesis and proteomic analysis to identify five proteins
important to E. tarda pathogenesis (Rao et al., 2004). While three
of the five proteins were homologous with T3SS effector proteins,
Rao et al. recognized that the other two, named EvpA and EvpC,
were encoded with in a cluster of 8 genes (evpA-H) similar to
those described for R. leguminosarum, V. cholerae, and other
bacteria. Rao et al. noted that EvpA and EvpB show 25 and 30%
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TABLE 1 | Essential T6SS proteins and their orthologues in Francisella and T4

Phage.

T6SS Fn T6SS T4 phage Function

TssA ? gp3/gp15 Assembly Chaperone

and Tube/Sheath Cap

TssBC IglAB gp18 Sheath

Hcp IglC gp19 Tube

(Hcp) (IglC) gp48 Tube/Baseplate

(Hcp) (IglC) gp54 Tube/Baseplate

VgrG VgrG

and

PdpA

gp5 and gp27 Spike complex

PAAR Protein IglG (?) gp5.4 Spike tip

PAAR

Associated

Effector

Protein

IglF (?) gp5.4 Effector

TssF ? gp6 Baseplate

TssG ? gp7/gp53 Baseplate

TssE ? gp25 Baseplate

TssK IglD gp10*

(Siphophage RBP)

Baseplate

TssJ IglE None Membrane complex

TssL/DotU DotU None Membrane complex

TssM/IcmF PdpB None Membrane complex

ClpV ClpB None Sheath disassembly

*TssK has no structural homolog in T4 phage baseplate, but TssK appears to occupy

the same position in the baseplate as domain IV of gp10 (Nazarov et al., 2018). TssK

has structural homology with Siphophage Receptor Binding Protein (RBP, Nguyen et al.,

2017).

identity to Francisella IglA and IglB, respectively, that EvpC is
homologous with Hcp, and that secretion of EvpC is blocked by
disruption of either EvpA or EvpB, and they hypothesized that
secretion of EvpC was not via the T3SS. Pukatzki et al. showed
that the gene cluster in V. cholerae was essential for secretion
of Hcp and VgrG (which also lacks a signal sequence) into the
culture supernatant fluid and for the capacity of V. cholerae to
killDictyostelium discoideum and J774 macrophages in a contact-
dependent fashion (Pukatzki et al., 2006). Because addition of
concentrated V. cholerae culture supernatants containing Hcp
and VgrG proteins caused no cytotoxicity to D. discoideum
amoebae, Pukatzki et al. proposed that the system was triggered
by bacterium-eukaryotic cell contact and functioned to inject
the secreted effector proteins into the eukaryotic cell cytosol;
they named the system the Type 6 Secretion System (Pukatzki
et al., 2006). A structural counterpart to these gene clusters
was discovered using fluorescence microscopy and electron
cryotomography (ECT) in intact V. cholerae, with visualization
of the structure in both its extended and contracted states (Basler
et al., 2012).

ROLE OF THE FRANCISELLA T6SS IN
PHAGOSOMAL ESCAPE AND
INTRACELLULAR REPLICATION

T6SSs play different roles in the biology of their host organisms
depending upon the life style of that organism. In the

case of extracellular bacterial pathogens, such as V. cholerae,
Pseudomonas aeruginosa, and enteropathogenic E. coli, the T6SSs
primarily function in interbacterial warfare. For example, Basler
et al. have shown that, in the case of P. aeruginosa, T6SS activity
first occurring in prey species V. cholerae and Acinetobacter
baylyi triggers reciprocal P. aeruginosa T6SS formation at the
point of contact with the prey’s T6SS with the result that
the prey bacterium is killed in a “tit-for-tat” fashion (Basler
et al., 2013). Some bacteria have several T6SSs, which may be
regulated differently and secrete effectors with diverse functions
and distinct target specificities (Bingle et al., 2008; Schwarz
et al., 2010; Journet and Cascales, 2016). For example, P.
aeruginosa has three T6SSs (H1-, H2-, and H3-T6SS). While H1-
T6SS secretes toxins to counter other Gram-negative bacteria
with T6SSs, H2-, and H3-T6SSs act on both prokaryotic and
eukaryotic cells (Sana et al., 2016). In the case of the intracellular
bacterial pathogen F. tularensis and other Francisella, the T6SS
is required for phagosomal escape, intracytoplasmic replication
in host cells, and virulence in animals (Lindgren et al., 2004;
Nano et al., 2004; de Bruin et al., 2007; Bröms et al., 2010).
Our structure-based mutagenesis studies of the F. novicida
T6SS have demonstrated that mutations in the sheath proteins
IglA and IglB that interfere with contraction of the sheath
block T6SS secretion, phagosomal escape, and replication in
human macrophage-like cells (Clemens et al., 2015). The T6SS
of Candidatus Amoebophilus asiaticus, an obligate intracellular
bacterial symbiont of amoebae, may serve a similar function
in promoting phagosome escape for this organism (Böck et al.,
2017).

All FPI genes that are required for phagosome escape and
intracellular replication in macrophages are also required for
full virulence in animals (Figure 2). However, while pdpC (Long
et al., 2013) and pdpD (Ludu et al., 2008; Brodmann et al., 2017)
are essential for full virulence in animals, their absence results
in relatively minor defects in growth in macrophages. Virulence
in animals may be highly sensitive to defects in intramacrophage
growth, or perhaps PdpC and PdpD impact the innate immune
response, which plays a greater role in vivo in animals than in
vitro in macrophage cell culture. Interestingly, PdpD is present
in F. novicida and the highly virulent Type A F. tularensis,
but not in the less lethal Type B F. tularensis (Ludu et al.,
2008).

T6SS CLASSIFICATION

T6SSs have been classified into three categories (T6SSi−iii,
Table 2 and Figure 3) based on their genetic make-up, with
T6SSi encompassing canonical T6SSs of Vibrio, Pseudomonas,
and Enteropathogenic E. coli; T6SSii representing Francisella;
and T6SSiii comprised of B. fragilis and Flavobacterium
johnsoniae (Russell et al., 2014b). Figure 3 shows the genetic
relatedness of the large sheath unit (IglB, VipB, TssC)
in bacteria with T6SS and, for comparison, the sheath
subunits of Afp and R-pyocin. Similar maps have been
made using the large sheath subunit (Rao et al., 2004),
small sheath subunit (IglA, VipA, TssA) (Schwarz et al.,
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TABLE 2 | Classification of T6SSs. T6SSi−ii and T6SSiii−iv belong to

Gram-negative bacteria of taxonomically distinct subgroups.

Organism Phylum Class T6SS
Category

Vibrio cholerae Gammaproteobacteria Gammaproteobacteria T6SSi

Pseudomonas aeruginosa Gammaproteobacteria Gammaproteobacteria T6SSi

Francisella tularensis Gammaproteobacteria Gammaproteobacteria T6SSii

Bacteroides fragilis Bacteroidetes Bacteroidetes T6SSiii

Flavobacterium johnsoniae Bacteroidetes Flavobacteriia T6SSiii

Ca. Amoebophilus asiaticus Bacteroidetes Cytophagis T6SSiv

2010), and the putative baseplate protein TssF (Journet and
Cascales, 2016). While it is clear that this classification
system reflects genetic and evolutionary relatedness, it is
unclear whether these 3 categories correlate with structural
or functional differences in the systems. For example, while
the F. tularensis T6SS has been classified genetically as an
outlier among T6SSs, every component of its apparatus whose
structure has been determined thus far has shown striking
structural homology to the structures of the canonical T6SS.
On the other hand, a new T6SSiv category (Table 2 and
Figure 3) has recently been described in Ca. A. asiaticus
(Böck et al., 2017) which is both genetically and structurally
closer to eCIS, although it functions intracellularly like
T6SSi−iii.

IDENTIFICATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL
FACTORS THAT INDUCE ASSEMBLY OF
THE FRANCISELLA T6SS

Golovliov et al. identified IglC as an F. tularensis protein that
was induced by bacteria within macrophages or under oxidative
stress (Golovliov et al., 1997); subsequently IglC was shown to be
required for intracellular growth inmacrophages (Lai et al., 2004)
before its role in the T6SS was known. Other studies reported
that FPI genes iglA, iglB, iglC, pdpA, and pdpD [and also clpB,
a T6SS-related gene outside the FPI (Brodmann et al., 2017)]
show increased expression in the intramacrophage environment
(Wehrly et al., 2009). Activation of the stringent response by
growth of F. tularensis SCHU S4 in culture medium with serine
hydroxamate was recently shown to increase the expression of
multiple FPI genes, including both copies of iglA, iglB, iglC, iglD,
pdpA, and pdpD (Murch et al., 2017). Iron restriction, a condition
associated with the intracellular environment, has been shown to
increase expression of several FPI proteins, including IglC, IglD,
IglA, and PdpB, and putative Fur boxes have been identified in
front of pdpB and iglC (Deng et al., 2006). While oxidative stress,
iron deprivation, and stringent response increase expression of
FPI proteins, it has not been reported whether these maneuvers
lead to increased T6SS assembly or secretion.

Whereas many T6SSs, such as those of Vibrio, the
Pseudomonas H2-T6SS (Haapalainen et al., 2012; Decoin
et al., 2014) and Burkholderia, show a basal level of secretion
in broth culture, we have observed that F. tularensis LVS

and F. novicida do not (Clemens et al., 2015). This initially
hampered structural and functional studies of the Francisella
T6SS and the identification of additional proteins secreted by the
system.

Preparation of F. novicida expressing IglA-sfGFP enabled
us to search for in vitro conditions that induced formation
of fluorescent structures within the bacteria. We found that
the bacteria were not fluorescent when grown in standard
broth culture, but that they rapidly acquired fluorescent
foci after uptake by macrophages (Clemens et al., 2015;
Figure 4). In addition, we found that bacteria placed on a
microscope slide beneath a glass coverslip initially lacked
fluorescent foci, but with time developed them (Figure 5).
This was not due to evaporation and concentration of the
culture medium, as bacteria continued to form fluorescent
foci even when the coverslip was sealed with silicone. The
nature of the coverslip stimulus sensed by F. novicida is
unclear and may reflect a combination of factors, such as
mechanical pressure from the coverslip and a decrease in
oxygen tension. The use of gas permeable plastic coverslips
instead of glass coverslips delays, but does not prevent,
the formation of the fluorescent foci. We hypothesized that
the induction of the T6SS within macrophages reflects a
response by bacteria to conditions in the host cytoplasm that
differ from those in standard broth culture medium. This
prompted us to examine whether increasing the concentration
of KCl would induce formation of fluorescent foci or T6SS
secretion. We found that fluorescent foci did form in TSBC
broth culture with 2.5 or 5% KCl (Figure 5), but not
at lower concentrations, and that the formation of the
fluorescent foci was accompanied by secretion of VgrG and IglC
(Clemens et al., 2015).

While we did not observe in F. novicida the dynamic
formation, contraction and disassembly of the T6SS described
for E. coli or V. cholerae, this has recently been observed
(Brodmann et al., 2017). Using improved instrumentation and
image collection, Brodmann et al. (2017) have shown that
F. novicida expressing IglA-sfGFP form dynamic sheaths that
assemble, contract, and disassemble in a fashion similar to what
has been shown for V. cholerae and E. coli (Figure 6). Dynamic
assembly was observed both for free bacteria resuspended in
phosphate buffered saline (Figure 6A) and for bacteria within
mouse macrophages (Figure 6C), and sites of sheath assembly,
contraction, and disassembly colocalized with ClpB-fluorescence
(Figure 6C), which is thought to mediate sheath disassembly in
Francisella (Brodmann et al., 2017). While the T6SSs of Vibrio
and Pseudomonas typically assemble all over the cells, the T6SS of
F. novicida forms exclusively at the poles, a site that may be better
suited to puncturing phagosomal membranes (Brodmann et al.,
2017), whereas locations all over the cell are required for optimal
interbacterial targeting as seen in videos of Vibrio, Pseudomonas,
and E. coli (Basler andMekalanos, 2012; Basler et al., 2013; Brunet
et al., 2013). As there is no tape measure protein in T6SS classes
1–3, the upper limit to the length of the sheath is the width of the
bacterium. Therefore, sheaths that form at the poles can extend
the length of the bacterium (∼1micron for F. tularensis), whereas
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FIGURE 3 | Phylogenetic tree of the T6SS and eCIS large sheath subunit. The Maximum Likelihood method, based on the JTT matrix-based model (Jones et al.,

1992) was used to infer evolutionary history of the T6SS large sheath subunit based on amino acid sequences. The tree with the highest log likelihood (−8830.54) is

shown. The numbers next to the branches indicate the percentage of trees in which the associated taxa clustered together in the bootstrap test (1,000 replicates).

Initial trees for the heuristic search were obtained automatically by applying Neighbor-Join and BioNJ algorithms to a matrix of pairwise distances estimated using a

JTT model, and then selecting the topology with superior log likelihood value. The tree is drawn to scale, with branch lengths measured in the number of substitutions

per site. The scale bar at lower right indicates a distance corresponding to 0.5 substitutions per site. Members of T6SS class 1 are colored blue, T6SS class 2 are

colored purple, T6SS class 3 are colored green, T6SS class 4 are colored red, and eCISs are shown in black. The analysis involved 39 amino acid sequences. All

positions containing gaps and missing data were eliminated. There were a total of 185 positions in the final dataset. Evolutionary analyses were conducted in MEGA7

(Kumar et al., 2016).

FIGURE 4 | F. novicida expressing sfGFP-tagged IglA form intensely fluorescent structures after uptake by macrophages, with 10% doing so at 15min of infection (A)

and 70% at 22 h of infection (B). F. novicidia are stained with a red fluorescent antibody; host and bacterial DNA are stained blue with DAPI; and arrows indicate

bacteria shown at higher magnification in the insets. Scale bars 10µm (insets 1µm). Reproduced with permission from Clemens et al. (2015).

sheaths that form on the sides of the bacteria would be limited
by the width of the bacteria (∼ 0.5 micron). In the case of V.
cholerae, the T6SS sheath contracts to 50% of its pre-contraction
length (Wang et al., 2017); if the same holds true for F. tularensis,

then a 0.8 micron sheath could penetrate 0.4 microns into
the area of contact with the phagosomal membrane, whereas a
sheath that formed at the side would have a shorter penetration
distance.
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FIGURE 5 | F. novicida expressing IglA-sfGFP form fluorescent structures after

placement beneath a glass coverslip (A,B) and growing in liquid culture

medium with high KCl concentration (C,D). The bacteria initially show only a

diffuse fluorescence when placed beneath a coverslip (A), but after 4 h at room

temperature, the majority of the bacteria exhibit intensely fluorescent

structures (B). Bacteria exhibit only diffuse fluorescence when grown in

standard broth culture (C), but form fluorescent foci when grown in culture

medium with 5% KCl (D). Scale bar, 2µm. Reproduced with permission from

Clemens et al. (2015).

INDIVIDUAL COMPONENTS OF THE
FRANCISELLA T6SS AND THEIR
RELATION TO COMPONENTS OF OTHER
CONTRACTILE SECRETION SYSTEMS

Structure and Composition of the
Francisella T6SS Sheath
The essential feature common to all CISs is a long sheath that
contracts to propel the tube and central spike across a membrane
(Figure 7). In the case of myophage and all eCISs reported thus
far, including R-pyocins, Afps, and MACs, the contractile sheath
is composed of a single protein. In contrast, in canonical T6SSs,
the sheath protein is a heterodimer of TssB and TssC, with TssB
corresponding to the N-terminus and TssC corresponding to the
C-terminus of the T4 phage gp18 sheath protein. In Francisella,
IglA and IglB have limited sequence homology with TssB and
TssC, respectively, and were shown to co-immunoprecipitate by
de Bruin et al. (2007). Bröms et al. demonstrated interaction
between IglA and IglB in a yeast-2-hybrid system and identified
a conserved α-helical region of IglA critical to the IglA-IglB
interaction and to phagosome escape and intracellular replication
(Bröms et al., 2009).

T6SS sheaths have been purified and atomic models have been
prepared for F. novicida (Clemens et al., 2015) and V. cholerae
(Kudryashev et al., 2015) in their contracted configurations and
for a contraction-defective V. cholerae sheath in its extended
conformation (Wang et al., 2017). In the case of F. novicida,
we determined the structure of the contracted sheath at 3.7
Å resolution by cryoEM (Clemens et al., 2015; Figure 8). We
showed that the asymmetric unit of the sheath, the IglA/IglB
heterodimer, is an α-β-α sandwich, with the central β sheet of

the sandwich formed by interdigitation of strands from both
IglA and IglB. The IglA–IglB heterodimer shows remarkable
structural homology with the gp18 and the R-pyocin sheath
proteins despite only limited sequence homology (Clemens et al.,
2015).

We found that the contracted T6SS sheath consists of disks
of 6 IglA/IglB heterodimers (Figure 9) that stack in a helical
configuration (Clemens et al., 2015) and the contracted sheath
shows a similar helical rise and turn to the contracted sheaths of
T4 phage (Leiman et al., 2004), R-pyocin (Ge et al., 2015), and
V. cholerae T6SS (Kudryashev et al., 2015).

In the inner most layer of the contractile sheath of F. novicida
(Clemens et al., 2015), an extensive interwoven meshwork of
β-strands links the subunits of the sheath. Each disc of the
sheath resembles the dancers in Matisse’s “Dance,” with each of
the 6 heterodimers of the disk holding hands with its adjacent
partners on the disk. Specifically, the N-terminal beta strand
of IglA interacts with the C-terminal beta-strand of IglB of
the adjacent heterodimer. These two parallel β-strands augment
a two-stranded anti-parallel β-sheet near the C-terminus of
IglB from the disc below, i.e., the disc closer to the baseplate,
(Figure 10). This interlacing of strands produces an extensively
interwoven 2-dimensional meshwork which plays a dominant
role in holding the subunits of the sheath together. A similar
interwoven β-sheet meshwork has also been identified in the
V. cholerae T6SS sheath (Kudryashev et al., 2015), and in R-
pyocin (Ge et al., 2015).

Although the prominent surface ridges of the Francisella T6SS
sheath form a left-handed 6-start helix (Clemens et al., 2015)
which is of opposite handedness to the surface ridges of T4 phage,
R-pyocin, and V. cholerae, the β-strand connections between
IglA/IglB heterodimers of adjacent rings in the interwoven
meshwork in the inner layer of the sheath form a right-handed
6-start helix (Figure 9C) in common with the sheaths of R-
pyocin (Figure 9D), T4 phage, and V. cholerae T6SS and other
T6SSs.

Ge and colleagues recently developed an atomic model of
the conformations of pre- and post-contraction R-pyocin (Ge
et al., 2015). The extended sheath is a metastable conformation
that is stabilized by interactions with the inner tube and all of
the energy required for contraction of the sheath is stored within
the pre-contraction state (Ge et al., 2015). During contraction, the
R-pyocin sheath subunits move largely as rigid bodies, rotating
85◦ on an axis almost perpendicular to the main axis of the
sheath, causing the sheath to widen and contract. The subunits
of the sheath are held together during this profound change in
quaternary conformation by the extensively interwoven mesh of
β-strands (Figure 11). The rigid-body rotation of the subunits,
while still being held by the interlaced β-strand meshwork,
occurs by virtue of hinge-like action at the N- and C-terminal
arms of the sheath subunits (Ge et al., 2015). If Matisse had
drawn a ring of dancers performing a sheath contraction, the
dancers of the extended sheath would be standing, holding
hands in a tight circle with their hands at their sides. In the
contracted conformation, they would be lying on their right sides
in a circle on the floor, still holding hands but now with their
(N-terminal) right arms outstretched beyond their heads and
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FIGURE 6 | (A,B) Live fluorescence microscopy shows dynamic formation and disassembly of IglA-sfGFP fluorescent structures in wild-type F. novicida (A) but not

1pdpB F. novicida (B). Arrow heads indicate positions of fluorescent sheath assembly, contraction, and disassembly. Reproduced with permission from Brodmann

et al. (2017). (C) Time-lapse images of unprimed wild-type BMDMs infected with F. novicida expressing IglA-sfGFP ClpB-mCherry2 for 1 h. First image shows merged

phase contrast, GFP and mCherry channels with a 30 × 30µm field of view. Scale bar, 5µm. Close ups show GFP channel (upper panels) and mCherry channel

(lower panels). Close ups show 5 × 5µm fields of view. Scale bar, 1µm. Arrowheads indicate positions of T6SS sheath assembly, contraction and location of sheath

after contraction. Reproduced with permission from Brodmann et al. (2017).

FIGURE 7 | Schematic models of extended (left) and contracted (right)

canonical and Francisella T6SS. Canonical T6SS subunits are labeled in black

and Francisella T6SS subunits are labeled in blue.

their (C-terminal) left arms stretched beside their trunks. Thus,
with contraction, the distance between partners in each ring
increases, the diameter of the ring increases, and the rise between
layers decreases. In the case of the canonical T6SS, contraction
of the sheath rotates the sheath subunits outward, such that the

FIGURE 8 | CryoEM density map of the contracted F. novicida T6SS sheath.

Surface view (left) and cut-away view (right). Prominent left-handed 6-start

helices formed by surface ridges are apparent. Colored by radius, innermost

colored brown and outermost colored blue. Reproduced with permission from

(Clemens et al., 2015).

most peripheral domain becomes accessible for disassembly by
the ClpV-ATPase (Kudryashev et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2017).

We have shown that the interwoven β-strand meshwork
is essential to function of the T6SS. Deletion of either the
N-terminal β-strand of IglA or the C-terminal β-strand of IglB
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FIGURE 9 | Hexagonal disc formed by six IglA/IglB heterodimers of F. novicida T6SS shown as viewed from the top (A), from the side (B), and stacked as a sheath of

11 discs (C). For comparison, the contracted pyocin sheath (pdb 3J9R) is also shown (D). Each heterodimer is shown as a ribbon diagram. In (C), the IglA/B

heterodimers of the bottom disc are colored as in (B) and the heterodimers that are connected by IglB β-strand connectors are given the same color. In (D), pyocin

sheath subunits connected by C-terminal β-strand connectors are given the same color. In both (C) and (D) the sheath subunits connected by β-strand connectors

form 6-start right handed helices. (A,B) Adapted from Clemens et al. (2015) with permission.

FIGURE 10 | An extensively interwoven mesh of beta-strands links the subunits of the sheath. (A) Ribbon model of three interacting IglA/IglB dimers of a contracted

sheath. IglA/IglB dimers from the same disc are labeled 1 and 2 and a dimer from the disc below is labeled 3. The area of their interaction through an augmented β

sheet is circled. (B) Magnified view of the circled β sheet in (A). (C) Ribbon diagram of the β sheet. Chains marked “1”, “2” and “3” in (B,C) come from the IglA/IglB

dimers marked with the same number in (A). Dimers #1 and #2, from the same disc, interact via the N-terminal and C-terminal β-strands of IglA and IglB, respectively,

which augment a two-stranded anti-parallel β-sheet from near the C-terminus of IglB from dimer #3 of the disc below. Reproduced with permission from Clemens

et al. (2015).

does not block formation of IglA-IglB heterodimers or formation
of the fluorescent foci, but completely abolishes T6SS secretion
and the capacity of the bacteria to escape their phagosome or to
multiply intracellularly in macrophages (Clemens et al., 2015).

As hypothesized by Kudryashev et al. (2015) for theV. cholerae
T6SS and shown by Taylor et al. (2016) in a pseudo-atomic model

of T4 phage, the interwoven meshwork of the sheath continues
into the baseplate, providing a strong link between the sheath
and the baseplate. The C-terminus of the T4 sheath initiator
protein, gp25, and its T6SS orthologue, TssE, both have three β-
strands that resemble the C-terminal “handshake” domain of the
sheath protein and are available to interact with the C-terminal
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β-strand of the sheath protein (gp18 or TssC, respectively) in
the bottom disc of the sheath. Unfortunately, the corresponding
baseplate protein in Francisella has not been identified. The
β-strand meshwork has also been shown to be of critical
importance for initiating and propagating sheath contraction.
Basler’s group has recently shown that insertion of 3–7 amino
acids at residue 25, just after the VipA N-terminal (TssB) β-
strand linker, blocks sheath contraction and allows the isolation
of uncontracted sheaths with retained tube (Wang et al., 2017;
Brackmann et al., 2018). CryoEM analysis of the non-contractile
sheath revealed that the insertion led to altered connectivity
between subunits, with the VipA N-terminal β-strand linker
augmenting the 2 stranded anti-parallel β-strands of VipB of
the adjacent heterodimer of the same disc, rather than of the
disc below, as in the wild-type. The altered connectivity prevents
contraction of the VipA-VipB mutant sheath because the VipA
N-terminal β-strand is unable to stretch further to accommodate
the conformational change required for sheath contraction. In
theirmodel, contraction is initiated by the baseplate pulling down
on the N-terminal β-strand linkers of the first ring of the sheath,
forcing a change in orientation of the subunits that propagates
wave-like, ring-by-ring, from the baseplate to the last ring of the
sheath (Wang et al., 2017; Brackmann et al., 2018).

SECRETED COMPONENTS OF THE T6SS

The IglC Tube
In all contractile injection systems, the contractile sheath wraps
around a rigid central tube. In T4 phage, the tube is composed of
gp19, which forms hexameric rings that stack to form the tube.
The corresponding protein in canonical T6SS, Hcp, has sequence
homology and structural homology to gp19. Interestingly, gp19
and Hcp show structural homology with the tube protein of non-
contractile siphophage (Pell et al., 2009) (which lack a sheath),
indicating an evolutionary linkage between contractile and non-
contractile phage tail structures. In the case of myophage and
siphophage, cargo of the phage tail delivery system (i.e., the tape
measure protein and phage DNA) is injected into the target
cell through the tube. For canonical T6SS, the effectors are
associated (covalently or non-covalently) with VgrG at the tip
of the tube rather than inside the tube. However, Hcp-associated
effectors secreted inside the tube have also been demonstrated.
For example, the P. aeruginosa Type 6 secreted effector proteins
1–4 (Tse1-4) bind the interior of the Hcp-1 hexameric ring
and point mutations in Hcp-1 that disrupt this binding block
secretion of these Tse proteins without interfering with Hcp-1 or
VgrG secretion, consistent with the secretion of these effectors via
the interior of the Hcp-1 tube (Silverman et al., 2013; Whitney
et al., 2014). Similar Hcp-associated effector proteins may exist
in other bacterial T6SSs, though none have been identified in
Francisella.

The atomic structure of Hcp of canonical T6SS has been
determined (Mougous et al., 2006), as has the structure of the
inner tube of R-pyocin (Ge et al., 2015) and T4 phage gp19
(Taylor et al., 2016). The tube protein monomer assembles into
hexameric rings that stack to form the tube. The tube is thought
to serve as a scaffold for assembly of the sheath and, accordingly,

there is a one-to-one correspondence between sheath protein
subunits and tube protein subunits. The atomic models of
extended R-pyocin (Ge et al., 2015) and T4 phage tail (Taylor
et al., 2016) show that the tube has the same helical rise and turn
as the sheath. Consistent with a common evolutionary origin,
the siphophage TP901-1 tube, R-pyocin tube, and T4 phage gp19
tube all have a similar helical turn and rise [22.4◦ and 38 Å for
the siphophage TP901-1 tube (Bebeacua et al., 2013), 18.3◦ and
38.4 Å for R-pyocin tube Ge et al., 2015, and 17.9◦ and 40.2 Å
for T4 phage gp19 tube Taylor et al., 2016, respectively]. CryoEM
analysis of the extendedV. cholerae sheath-tube complex with the
VipA N-terminal insertion also showed that the Hcp tube had
the same helical turn and rise as the sheath (Wang et al., 2017).
While T6SS Hcp hexamers have been seen to stack in solution as
tubes without any helical turn, it seems more likely that—as with
its evolutionary relatives—it assembles within bacteria with the
same twist as the sheath.

In the case of pre-contraction pyocin, an attachment α-helix
near the C-terminus of the pyocin sheath protein interacts via
reciprocally charged residues on the surface of the tube monomer
(Ge et al., 2015). A similar interaction between an α-helix of TssC
sheath units and Hcp was recently observed by cryoET analysis
of the Myxococcus xanthus pre-contraction T6SS (Chang et al.,
2017) and the T6SS ofV. cholerae, both by CryoET subtomogram
averaging of the wild-type pre-contraction sheath and at atomic
resolution by cryoEMof a contraction-defective extendedmutant
sheath (Wang et al., 2017). In the case of F. novicida, an α-
helix (residues 424–437) similarly situated on the interior of
the sheath near the C-terminus of IglB has a region of charge
complementary to corresponding residues on the surface of
IglC (Clemens et al., 2015). Additional studies are required to
determine whether these residues of IglB and IglC interact and
stabilize the pre-contraction sheath conformation.

While there is homology between eCIS and T6SS tube
proteins, there are also important differences. eCIS tubes
remain together following secretion, such that it is common in
micrographs of R-pyocins (Higerd et al., 1969; Govan, 1974),
MACs (Shikuma et al., 2014), and Afp structures to see naked
tubes or tubes that have been partially ejected (Govan, 1974;
Shikuma et al., 2014). In contrast, T6SS tubes typically dissociate
following secretion, suggesting that interactions with the sheath
proteins are required to stabilize the interactions between the
tube proteins.

The X-ray crystal structure of recombinant Francisella IglC
purified from E. coli (Sun et al., 2007) was shown to have
striking structural homology with canonical Hcp despite the
absence of sequence homology (de Bruin et al., 2011). However,
the X-ray crystal structure of the recombinant Francisella IglC
shows an N-terminal 32 residue extension that would block
assembly of the monomers into hexagonal discs (de Bruin
et al., 2011). We have found by mass spectrometry that secreted
IglC still bears its N-terminus (i.e., it is not proteolytically
cleaved off prior to secretion), which raises the possibility
that the X-ray crystal structure of recombinant IglC might
differ from that of native IglC. The structures of the native
IglC monomer and of the assembled IglC tube remain to be
determined.
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FIGURE 11 | Ribbon diagram of pre- and post-contraction R-pyocin illustrating how the extensively interwoven β-strand meshwork holds the subunits of the

contractile sheath together during contraction. Shown are the interconnecting β-strand arms and the tube attachment α-helices of 9 sheath subunits (3 subunits on

each of three strands) of the extended (left) and contracted (right) atomic models of R-pyocin, viewed from outside the sheath with the baseplate at the bottom. To

facilitate visualization of the interwoven mesh, the majority of each sheath subunit has been deleted and replaced by a dashed line connecting the N- and C-terminal

segments of each subunit. Corresponding sheath subunits are given the same colors in the extended and contracted diagrams. Diagrams were created using

Chimera (Pettersen et al., 2004) and the PDB atomic models of extended (3j9q) and contracted (3j9r) R-pyocin (Ge et al., 2015).

The VgrG-PdpA Central Spike
In all CISs studied to date, the pre-contraction tube is tipped by
a “central spike” protein complex that serves as a membrane-
piercing needle. In T4 phage, the central spike complex is
composed of two trimeric and one monomeric proteins: (gp27)3,
(gp5)3, and (gp5.4)1. T4 phage gp27 is a trimer that forms
the central hub of the baseplate, acting as an adapter between
the 6-fold rotational symmetry of the baseplate and tube and the
3-fold symmetry of gp5. T4 gp5 is a highly intertwined trimer
with a long beta-helix roll that is rich in valine and glycine.
Its N-terminal oligonucleotide/oligosaccharide-binding (OB)-
fold domain interacts with gp27 and its C-terminal apex domain
interacts with the tip of the spike, gp5.4, a monomeric PAAR-
motif containing protein (Taylor et al., 2016). In canonical T6SSs,
a trimeric VgrG (valine-glycine repeat) protein is a functional
fusion with both sequence and structural homologies to the gp27-
hub and gp5-spike proteins, and in the case of “evolved VgrGs”,
there are C-terminal extensions corresponding to the spike tip
gp5.4. For example, VgrG1 of V. cholerae has a wide N-terminal
head domain that corresponds to gp27 and the N-terminal OB
domains of gp5, a beta-helix spike domain that corresponds to
the beta helix spike of gp5, and a large, 513 amino acid C-terminal
actin-cross-linking effector domain (Pukatzki et al., 2007). In
other T6SSs, separate PAAR-repeat proteins are orthologues of
T4 phage gp5.4 (Shneider et al., 2013) and bind to the C-terminus
of the VgrG trimer, where they complete the membrane piercing
tip and also recruit additional effector proteins (Shneider et al.,
2013). Different PAAR-containing effector proteins can partner
with the same VgrG protein, providing flexibility in the effectors
that are secreted (Cianfanelli et al., 2016a). A remarkably diverse
range of T6SS effector proteins have been identified that can
intoxicate or kill the target cell by a variety of mechanisms.

T6SS effector activities against bacteria include peptidoglycan
hydrolases, phospholipases, pore forming proteins, and nucleases
(Durand et al., 2014; Russell et al., 2014a), and those active
against eukaryotic cells include cytoskeletal toxins [e.g., proteins
causing ADP ribosylation of actin (Suarez et al., 2010) and actin
cross-linking (Pukatzki et al., 2007)], and effectors that enhance
uptake into epithelial cells (Sana et al., 2012), formation of
multinucleated giant cells (Burtnick et al., 2011), inhibition of
phagocytosis (Suarez et al., 2008), and red cell hemolysis (Böck
et al., 2017).

Francisella VgrG protein has sequence homology with
other VgrG proteins, but it is unusually short. Whereas,
canonical VgrG proteins are typically 600–650 amino acids,
F. tularensis VgrG is only 164 amino acid residues. Its short
sequence and its appearance on EM negative staining suggest
that it lacks both the N-terminal gp27-like head and any C-
terminal effector extension. Indeed, bioinformatics modeling
indicates that it even lacks the OB-fold of gp5. However,
Eshraghi et al. have shown that PdpA is co-secreted with
VgrG and co-immunoprecipitates with VgrG (Eshraghi et al.,
2016). By TEM negative staining, PdpA resembles the cap on
a VgrG needle (Eshraghi et al., 2016) and may functionally
correspond to the gp27-like head domain and OB-fold domain
of other VgrG proteins, providing an adaptor between the 3-
fold symmetry of VgrG and the 6-fold symmetry of the tube
and baseplate. In comparison with other VgrG proteins, the
VgrG of F. tularensis and F. novicida is a truncated protein
that lacks the N-terminal extensions of other VgrGs; PdpA may
correspond to the missing N-terminal domains. Unlike canonical
T6SSs, it is likely that the Francisella IglC tube and the baseplate
proteins interact with PdpA rather than with the truncated
VgrG.
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Additional Secreted Effector Proteins
In addition to IglC, VgrG, and PdpA, several additional proteins
have been shown to be secreted by the Francisella T6SS in liquid
culture medium and in macrophages. Bröms et al. systematically
expressed each of the 17 proteins of the FPI as fusion proteins
in F. tularensis LVS with β-lactamase so that proteins secreted
into the macrophage cytosol would be detected by cleavage
of fluorescent substrate (Bröms et al., 2012). The authors
detected fluorescent signal in macrophage cytosol with the β-
lactamase fused to IglE, IglC, VgrG, IglI, PdpE, PdpA, IglJ,
and IglF. Detection of a positive β-lactamase fluorescent signal
was not observed when the fusion proteins were expressed in
1dotU, 1vgrG, 1iglC, or 1iglG LVS. Applying this method
to F. novicida U112 required deletion of the FTN_1072 beta-
lactamase gene. Fluorescent signal in the macrophage cytosol
was observed with β-lactamase fused to IglE, IglC, PdpA, and
PdpE, but not with VgrG, IglJ, IglF or IglI in the FTN_1072
deficient strain of F. novicida. The β-lactamase reporter is 29.5
kDa, which likely presents steric constraints and limitations on
the proteins whose secretion can be detected by this assay system.
As Nazarov et al. observed a 450 kDa cavity between the baseplate
and the VgrG-PAAR protein complex of V. cholerae (Nazarov
et al., 2018), there may be flexibility in the effector proteins that
can be accommodated in assembly of the apparatus, and there
may also be differences between F. tularensis LVS and F. novicida
with regard to the effector proteins that are packed into this
cavity. The observation of a positive fluorescence signal in the
cytosol for IglE is intriguing, since IglE is generally thought to be
an outer membrane lipoprotein corresponding to the membrane
core complex protein, TssJ, rather than a secreted effector protein
(Robertson et al., 2013; Nguyen et al., 2014). It is possible that
IglE is released into the macrophage cytosol by a process of outer
membrane blebbing when the Francisella replicate extensively in
the host cell cytosol.

Rigard et al. used high KCl to induce T6SS secretion by
F. novicida in liquid culture medium and demonstrated T6SS-
dependent secretion of IglF and IglG (Rigard et al., 2016). Based
on in silico analysis, they proposed that IglG is a PAAR-like
protein that recruits IglF to the VgrG spike (Rigard et al., 2016).
Eshraghi et al. compared proteins secreted by wild type and
1dotU F. novicida in broth culture containing high KCl to
identify T6SS proteins secreted in a T6SS-dependent fashion by
mass spectrometry based proteomics. Their analysis identified
five FPI encoded proteins—IglC, VgrG, PdpA, PdpC, and
PdpD—and several proteins encoded on genes outside of the FPI
(labeled OPI for “outside pathogenicity island”) as being secreted
by the T6SS—OpiA, OpiB-1, and OpiB-3. Whereas, IglC, VgrG,
and PdpA are all interdependent for secretion by the T6SS,
disruption of genes encoding PdpC, PdpD, OpiA, or OpiB did
not block secretion of the other proteins. Because pdpC, pdpD,
and the opi genes can be disrupted without impacting secretion,
they are presumed to encode effector functions. However, their
actual biological functions are not known. While disruption of
iglC, pdpA, or vgrG abolishes F. novicida growth in macrophages
and virulence in animals, disruption of pdpC or pdpD has an
intermediate effect, as these genes are required for virulence in
animals, but they are not essential for intracellular growth in

macrophages (Ludu et al., 2008; Long et al., 2013). In the highly
virulent F. tularensis SCHU S4 strain, disruption of both copies of
pdpC caused a delay in phagosome escape and a modest decrease
in intracellular growth in J774 mouse macrophages (Long et al.,
2013). Following intranasal challenge, the pdpC double deletion
mutant was able to disseminate to liver and spleen, but did not
cause death and was ultimately cleared by mice (Long et al.,
2013). Similarly, Uda et al. studied a SCHU strain of F. tularensis
which has been attenuated by serial passage on artificial media
(Uda et al., 2014). They restored full virulence by serial passage
(9 passages) in mice and found that the only difference between
the original attenuated strain and the virulent strain (“P9”) was a
single nucleotide difference in one of the two copies of pdpC, such
that the original strain expressed only truncated PdpC whereas
the P9 strain with restored virulence expressed both a truncated
and a full length PdpC (Uda et al., 2014). Uda et al. confirmed the
importance of PdpC by disrupting both copies of pdpC in the P9
strain and showing that the 1pdpC strain had reduced growth
in mouse J774.1 macrophages and reduced virulence in mice,
and that both attenuations were complemented with intact pdpC.
Brodmann et al. recently demonstrated that pdpC and pdpD are
not required for T6SS assembly in F. novicida, whereas iglF, iglG,
iglI, and iglJ are required (Brodmann et al., 2017). Disruption of
pdpC or pdpD genes markedly impaired phagosome escape and
intracellular growth, but the defect was less severe than the defect
resulting from disruption of iglF, iglG, iglI, or iglJ (Brodmann
et al., 2017). Disruption of either pdpC or pdpD also impaired
F. novicida virulence in mice, but the defect was less severe than
disruption of the gene encoding the membrane complex protein,
pdpB (Brodmann et al., 2017). On the other hand, disruption of
both pdpC and pdpD resulted in F. novicida that were completely
unable to escape their phagosome or cause disease in mice,
i.e., defects as profound as that caused by 1pdpB (Brodmann
et al., 2017). In contrast, disruption of pdpE has no impact on
phagosome escape in macrophages or virulence in mice in either
F. novicida (Brodmann et al., 2017) or F. tularensis LVS (Bröms
et al., 2011). Eshraghi et al. (2016) observed that disruption
of pdpD or any of the opi genes, individually, had little or no
impact on the capacity of F. novicida to multiply in macrophages.
However, combined deletion of pdpC, pdpD, opiA, and opiB
seriously impaired intracellular growth without impacting core
T6SS secretion function. None of these genes are found in species
outside of Francisella and their function remains unknown
(Eshraghi et al., 2016). It is tempting to speculate that the effectors
that are required for phagosome escape and intracellular growth
include pore forming and phospholipase activities that could lead
to formation of the characteristic fibrillar coat and phagosome
escape.

Assuming that PdpA-VgrG-IglG correspond to the VgrG-
PAARprotein complex of canonical T6SS, then IglF, PdpC, PdpD,
OpiA, OpiB, PdpE, and possibly IglI may be additional effectors
packaged within a ∼450 kDa sized baseplate cavity similar to
that described for V. cholerae (Nazarov et al., 2018). As the total
mass of these monomeric proteins is 491–577 kDa (depending
on which OpiA or OpiB proteins are packaged and whether
or not IglI is included), it is possible that some, but not all,
are packaged within an individual T6SS apparatus. Francisella
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bacteria may preferentially package some effectors as opposed to
others depending on environmental stimuli. Small effectors could
fit within the IglC tube and almost all Hcp-associated effectors
in other T6SSs are <20 kDa, which—for globular proteins—is a
size that can fit within the 40 Å cavity of the Hcp tube (Whitney
et al., 2014). However, other than VgrG and the presumed PAAR-
like protein, IglG, none of the putative effectors listed in Table 3

are <20 kDa. PdpE is 21.6 kDa, but attaching the 29.5 kDa β-
lactamase fusion protein (Bröms et al., 2012), which is 43 Å in its
smallest dimension, would sterically prevent it from fitting within
the tube. Thus, the secreted β-lactamase signals for proteins,
such as PdpE, observed by Bröms et al. (2012), would require
packaging in the cavity between VgrG and the baseplate, rather
than inside the tube. On the other hand, proteins for which
Bröms et al. (2012) did not see a signal could conceivably fit
within the tube in an unfolded or linear conformation, in a
fashion analogous to the tape measure protein.

Baseplate Components
In all CISs, a baseplate serves as a platform for assembly of
the tube and sheath. In T6SS, the baseplate has the additional
function of anchoring the sheath to the membrane complex. In
T4 phage, the baseplate is a highly complex structure made up
of 145 polypeptide chains of 15 different proteins that assemble
as six wedges around a central hub (Taylor et al., 2016). Other
contractile phage, such as P2, have much less complex baseplate
structures with only four different proteins: gpV (homologous
to hub/spike proteins gp27and gp5) and wedge components W
(gp25-like sheath initiator), gpJ (gp6-like sheath platform) and
gpI (gp53/gp7-like linker). This prompted Leiman and Shneider
to propose the concept of a minimal tail tube structure with a
simplified baseplate consisting of a central hub and three wedge
proteins orthologous to gp6, gp25, and gp53/gp7 (Leiman and
Shneider, 2012; Figure 12). Using the T4 baseplate nomenclature,
the central hub of the minimal baseplate consists of the gp5-
like spike and the gp27-like component that acts as an adaptor
between the 3-fold symmetry of the gp5 spike and the 6-fold
symmetry of the tail tube. Gp6, gp25, and gp53/gp7 proteins form
a wedge and six wedges assemble to form a hexagonal baseplate
that embraces the central hub. Gp25 is at the center of each wedge

TABLE 3 | Size of putative Francisella T6SS secreted proteins.

Putative effector proteins Size (kDa)

VgrG 17.5

PdpA 95.3

IglG 18.3

IglF 67.9

IglI 44.6

PdpC 155.6

PdpD 140.7

PdpE 21.6

OpiA (FTN_0131) 50.7

OpiA-1 (FTN_1069) 91.2

OpiB-1 (FTN_1071) 54.9

and recruits sheath protein gp18 to initiate the polymerization of
the sheath. Gp6 is a central component of each wedge, holding
the wedges together and interacting with gp25 (at the center)
and gp53/gp7 (at the periphery) of each wedge. Gp53/gp7, at the
periphery of the wedge, interacts with tail fiber receptors and with
gp6 (Leiman and Shneider, 2012).

Because the T6SS baseplate must fulfill the same functions
as the phage baseplate, it is anticipated that it will show a
structure similar to the myophage minimal baseplate, but with
additional features that anchor it to the membrane complex
(Figure 12A). As described above, VgrG of canonical T6SS is
homologous to gp5 and gp27 and forms the hub of the baseplate.
TssE shares homology with T4 baseplate protein gp25, the
sheath initiator protein, but the assignment of other proteins
to the T6SS baseplate are less clear. Brunet et al. developed
Hcp Cys-substitution mutants of enteroaggregative Escherichia
coli (EAEC) as a biochemical tool to report proper head-to-
tail stacking of Hcp hexameric rings vs. improper tail-tail or
head-head hexameric stacking, as assessed by SDS-PAGE and
Western immunoblotting after in vivo oxidative cross-linking
(Brunet et al., 2014). Since a functional baseplate is required
as a platform for assembly of the tube of tailed bacteriophages,
Brunet et al. reasoned that proper Hcp assembly could serve as
a surrogate for functional T6SS baseplate assembly. Consistent
with this hypothesis, they found that strains in which the
baseplate hub VgrG was deleted, formed aberrant head-to-head
and tail-to-tail Hcp interactions, whereas the parental EAEC
formed only the correct head-to-tail Hcp multimers (Brunet
et al., 2014). Interestingly, the sheath proteins TssB and TssC were
not required for formation of the correct Hcp interactions. Using
this assay, Brunet et al. demonstrated that 6 proteins—TssA, TssE,
TssF, TssG, TssK, and VgrG—were required for formation of the
correct Hcp interactions, suggesting that these 6 proteins are
required for functional baseplate assembly (Brunet et al., 2015).
Bioinformatic analysis showed secondary structural similarities
between part of TssF and the P2 phage baseplate protein J and the
corresponding T4 phage baseplate wedge protein gp6. Secondary
structure similarities were also apparent between TssG and the
P2 phage baseplate protein I (Brunet et al., 2015), which may
correspond to T4 phage baseplate wedge protein gp53 or gp7
(Leiman and Shneider, 2012). Brunet et al. used bacterial-2-
hybrid (B2H) analysis to show that TssF interacts with TssG
and Hcp, and that TssG interacts with Hcp, TssC, TssE, and
TssF. Immunoprecipitation pull-down studies of heterologously
expressed protein lysates confirmed these interactions and also
showed that TssF and TssG co-immunoprecipitated with TssE,
and that VgrG pulled down TssF and TssG, and also pulled
down TssE, -F, and -G (Brunet et al., 2015). In B2H analysis,
TssK gave a positive signal when co-expressed with TssG and
TssF, but not when expressed with either TssG or TssF alone,
indicating the TssK interacts with the TssF-G complex. Genetic
mutational analysis and fluorescence microscopy studies showed
that EAEC expressing sfGFP-TssF or sfGFP-TssK formed discrete
fluorescent foci near the inner membrane of both wild-type
and 1tssBC EAEC strains, consistent with the idea that the
baseplate assembles on the membrane prior to sheath assembly.
Indeed, in EAEC expressing both sfGFP-TssF or sfGFP-TssK and
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FIGURE 12 | Comparison of models of myophage and T6SS baseplates. (A) Myophage minimal baseplate structure (left side of the model, modified from Leiman and

Shneider (2012) and the canonical T6SS baseplate (right side of the model). (B) Proposed Francisella baseplate (left side of model) compared with canonical T6SS

baseplate (right side of model). Baseplate wedge proteins are shown in gray with stippling, central hub/spike proteins in blue, sheath proteins in gold, tube proteins in

red, and membrane complex in lavender. Interactions between TssE and TssG and the membrane complex (indicated with purple question marks) are suggested by

B2H and immunoprecipitation studies (Brunet et al., 2015; Logger et al., 2016; Zoued et al., 2016a) of EAEC baseplate proteins.

mCherry-TssB, sheath elongation occurred after and at the site of
the GFP-TssF or TssK focal fluorescence. In1tssK strains, sfGFP-
TssF fluorescence was diffuse and no fluorescent foci formed,
indicating that TssK is required for baseplate assembly. In 1tssM
EAEC strains, the sfGFP-TssF fluorescence was mostly diffuse,
but some foci continued to form; these moved freely around
the cytosol rather than appearing anchored to the membrane,
consistent with the idea that the baseplate is anchored to
the TssM-containing membrane complex (Brunet et al., 2015).
Conversely, fluorescent foci of GFP-TssM form at the membrane
even in 1tssK and 1tssF strains, consistent with the idea that
membrane core complex formation precedes baseplate assembly.
Since TssK interacts with cytoplasmic loops of TssL and TssM
(Zoued et al., 2013), the data suggest a model in which the
membrane complex forms first and recruits TssK, which in turn
recruits the additional baseplate proteins TssF, -G, and -E (Brunet
et al., 2015). Consistent with this model, Taylor et al. (2016) have
recombinantly expressed TssE, -F, -G, and -K proteins and shown
that they form a stable complex with an apparent stoichiometry
of TssE1F2G1K3.

Since the baseplate connects the sheath to the membrane
complex, it must form interactions with both, and these
interactions have been examined by B2H analyses and
immunoprecipitation studies. As noted above, TssE is thought
to serve as a gp25-like sheath initiator and to anchor the
sheath to the baseplate through an extension of the interwoven
β-strand meshwork. B2H analyses and immunoprecipitation
studies of EAEC T6SS have shown that TssE interacts with the
cytosolic domain of TssL (Zoued et al., 2016a), suggesting that
TssE interacts with the sheath, VgrG, and the membrane core
complex. B2H and immunoprecipitation studies have shown that
TssG interacts with the cytoplasmic loop of the inner membrane
protein TssM (Brunet et al., 2015; Logger et al., 2016), and that

TssK interacts with both TssM and TssL (Zoued et al., 2013;
Brunet et al., 2015; Logger et al., 2016; Nguyen et al., 2017).

The X-ray crystal structure of TssK shows a trimeric protein
with an hourglass shape and three domains: a broad N-terminal
shoulder, a thin neck, and a broad C-terminal head (Nguyen
et al., 2017). The N-terminal shoulder domain is structurally
and functionally similar to siphophage receptor binding protein
(RBP) shoulder domains (Nguyen et al., 2017). Myophage such
as T4 and P2 have no protein with sequence or structural
homology with TssK. It is intriguing that, in evolution, T6SS
has borrowed a structure from siphophage to provide a link
between the baseplate and the membrane complex, a structure
absent from phage. B2H studies show that the N-terminal
shoulder domain interacts with the rest of the baseplate and
that the C-terminal head interacts with the membrane complex.
The connection between the C-terminal head domain and the
neck is very flexible and this flexibility is hypothesized to
allow TssK to maintain a stable link between the baseplate
and the membrane complex during conformational changes
accompanying contraction (Nguyen et al., 2017). In addition
to linking the baseplate to the membrane complex, it has been
reported that TssK interacts with TssC in Enteroaggregative
E. coli (EAEC) (Zoued et al., 2013), suggesting that it may also
help link the sheath to the baseplate. However, cryoET of the
M. xanthus T6SS shows a distance of 300 Å between the sheath
and the membrane complex (Chang et al., 2017), which is more
than twice the 110 Å length of TssK (Nguyen et al., 2017).While it
might be envisioned that TssK oligomerization could bridge this
distance, in siphophage the RBP shoulder domains all lie in the
same plane of the baseplate, perpendicular to the main axis of the
sheath (Legrand et al., 2016).

T6SS baseplate structures have been observed at low
resolution by cryoET of intact M. xanthus (Chang et al.,
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2017) and at a finer 8.0 Å resolution by cryoEM of isolated
sheath-baseplate complexes from contraction-defective VipA-N3
V. cholerae (Nazarov et al., 2018), but the resolution has not been
sufficient to assign proteins definitively to the observed electron
densities in the baseplate. Nazarov and colleagues observed a
central spike surrounded by six structures similar to the phage
baseplate wedges, but with an additional density hanging down
from each wedge in a position suited to connect to the membrane
core complex. They were able to fit the X-ray crystal structure
of VgrG3 and PAAR monomer to their central spike electron
density, and use the protein density volume-to-mass coefficient to
estimate a combined mass for the proteins in the baseplate wedge
of 191.2 kDa, which is a good match to the calculated mass of
189.2 kDa, based on amino acid sequence, for a wedge complex
consisting of TssE1F2G1 (Nazarov et al., 2018). Nazarov et al.
determined the structure of the “connector protein” densities
hanging down from each wedge to a resolution of 10 Å and
observed a good fit with the X-ray crystal structure of the
shoulder and neck domains of EAEC TssK trimer determined
by Nguyen et al. The head domain was not resolved, presumably
because of its flexibility. Nazarov et al. observed that the putative
TssK3 “connector proteins” are situated in the T6SS baseplate in a
position corresponding to that of domain IV of the trimeric gp10
proteins at the periphery of the T4 phage baseplate. Whereas,
domain IV of gp103 connects gp7 in the T4 phage baseplate to
the tail fiber network, TssK3 in the T6SS baseplate would connect
TssG to the membrane complex (Nazarov et al., 2018). In their
model, the VgrG/PAAR central spike complex is surrounded by a
spacious cavity that can accommodate up to∼450 kDa of effector
proteins (Nazarov et al., 2018). Thismodel is consistent with TssK
interactions with baseplate proteins, TssF and TssG, and with
membrane complex proteins, TssL and TssM, but not with TssK
interactions with the sheath (Figure 12). In addition, while the
model is consistent with TssE interacting with both the sheath
and with TssF and TssG, it is difficult to visualize interactions
between the membrane complex and TssE or TssG (Figure 12).
While it is possible that this could reflect differences between
baseplates of EAEC and V. cholerae, it is also possible that some
protein-protein interactions observed in B2H systems and pull-
down studies do not reflect interactions in an assembled sheath.
After all, Hcp can form aberrant head-to-head and tail-to-tail
interactions that do not reflect its interactions in an assembled
T6SS.

The Francisella T6SS Baseplate

While IglD shows extremely limited homology with TssK and
is assumed to be part of the baseplate, the FPI proteins
that correspond to TssE, TssF, and TssG remain to be
determined and the structure of the Francisella T6SS baseplate
is unknown (Figure 12B). It is noteworthy that the spacious
cavity surrounding the V. cholerae T6SS central spike could
accommodate multiple effector proteins identified by Eshraghi
et al. (2016).

Membrane Complex
Canonical T6SSs have a membrane complex that creates
a channel spanning the inner and outer membranes. The

membrane complex functions to anchor the T6SS to the
membrane and allows secretion to occur without loss of
membrane integrity (Ho et al., 2014). The membrane complex
is a key feature that differentiates T6SSs from other CISs, which,
functioning extracellularly, have no need for such a structure.
In the case of canonical T6SS, two integral inner membrane
proteins—TssM and TssL—and one outer membrane lipoprotein,
TssJ, have been identified as components of the membrane
complex (Ma et al., 2009; Felisberto-Rodrigues et al., 2011;
Durand et al., 2012). TssL and TssM have homology with the
inner membrane proteins, DotU and IcmF, respectively, of the
Type 4 Secretion System (Ma et al., 2009; Durand et al., 2012),
suggesting that these components were inherited from the T4SS
during evolution of the T6SS.

The X-ray crystal structures of some of the soluble cytosolic
domains of the membrane complex have been determined. In
addition, the TssJLM proteins of EAEC have been co-expressed
as an epitope-tagged protein complex in E. coli BL21, allowing
affinity purification of the recombinant TssJLM complex and
determination of its structure at 11 Å resolution by TEM analysis
of negatively stained particles (Durand et al., 2015). The 1.7
MDa particles exhibited 5-fold symmetry and consisted of 30
polypeptide chains, with 5 dimers of TssJLM heterotrimers. The
integral inner membrane protein TssM interacts with TssJ via its
C-terminal periplasmic domain, and it interacts with TssL via its
cytoplasmic domain (Zheng and Leung, 2007; Ma et al., 2009,
2012; Felisberto-Rodrigues et al., 2011; Rao et al., 2011; Durand
et al., 2015). Structural analysis and chemical modification
studies with a membrane impermeant reagent are consistent
with a model in which the complex undergoes a conformational
change during secretion, with the tip of the complex opening
akin to the way the leaves of a camera shutter move to form an
aperture, thereby allowing passage of the tube and spike complex
(Durand et al., 2015).

Stable interaction between a membrane complex with 5-fold
symmetry and a baseplate with 6-fold symmetry is problematic.
The attachments between sheath, baseplate, and membrane
complex must have a strength comparable to that conferred by
the interwoven meshwork (“handshakes”) that holds the sheath
together during contraction (Kudryashev et al., 2015). However,
as the TssJLMproteins were overexpressed in the absence of other
components of the T6SS, it is possible that the symmetry of the
purified complex differs from that of the in situ structure. Noting
that TssA interacts with TssJM prior to recruitment of TssL,
Cascales group has suggested that the star-shaped, dodecameric
TssA acts as a chaperone that imposes a 6-fold symmetry onto the
TssJLM membrane complex as it forms (Zoued et al., 2017).

The Francisella T6SS Membrane Complex

Based on limited sequence homologies, mutational analysis,
immunoprecipitation and B2H analyses, IglE, DotU, and PdpB
have been proposed as orthologues of TssJ, TssL, and TssM,
respectively (Robertson et al., 2013; Nguyen et al., 2014).
Although F. novicida DotU shows only 15% identity to TssL,
X-ray crystallography of the F. novicida DotU soluble domain
(Robb et al., 2012) shows structural homology to the soluble TssL
domain of EAEC (Durand et al., 2012). PdpB shows only 18%
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identity to TssM/IcmF of V. cholerae, but appears functionally to
resemble TssM/IcmF because it is an inner membrane protein
that interacts both with DotU and with the outer membrane
lipoprotein, IglE. Although IglE has no sequence homology
with TssJ, it undergoes palmitoylation at a cysteine residue
that anchors it to the outer membrane and replacement of
this cysteine with a glycine abolishes both palmitoylation and
multiplication of the bacteria in macrophages (Nguyen et al.,
2014). Consistent with IglE being the orthologue of TssJ, B2H
screening and immunoprecipitation studies demonstrate that
IglE interacts with the periplasmic C-terminus of PdpB (Nguyen
et al., 2014).

While there is good evidence that IglE, DotU, and PdpB
contribute to the membrane complex of Francisella, there may be
additional proteins within or outside of the FPI that contribute
to the membrane complex. For example, in some cases it
has been shown that the T6SS membrane complex is inserted
and anchored into the membrane in concert with additional
proteins that have peptidoglycan binding and degrading activities
(Aschtgen et al., 2010; Weber et al., 2016; Santin and Cascales,
2017). As Francisella has an extensive capsule that could present
a barrier to T6SS operation, it is tempting to speculate that similar
peptidoglycan and capsule binding and degrading proteins might
be recruited to the Francisellamembrane complex.

FPI Proteins of Unknown Function
Several proteins of the FPI are essential for intracellular growth
and virulence of Francisella in animals, yet their specific role
has not been determined. These proteins may correspond to
key components of canonical T6SS, such as the chaperone
protein TssA, or baseplate proteins TssE, TssF, and TssG,
whose corresponding proteins in Francisella have not yet been
identified.

NON-FPI COMPONENTS

ClpV
An essential component present in all canonical T6SSs is a
ClpV ATPase that functions to disassemble the contracted sheath
and enable dynamic recycling for repeated rounds of firing,
disassembly and reassembly. Myophage, R-pyocins, Afps, and
MACs have no requirement for a gene corresponding to ClpV
because their contractile apparatus contracts once and is not
recycled. The Francisella T6SS is an outlier in that none of
the genes within the FPI gene cluster encode a ClpV ATPase.
However, Brodmann et al. recently demonstrated that F. novicida
employs ClpB ATPase, encoded outside of the FPI, to disassemble
its contracted T6SS sheath (Brodmann et al., 2017). In live
fluorescence imaging, ClpB-mCherry fluorescence colocalizes
with sites of IglA-sfGFP sheath assembly, contraction, and
disassembly, as shown in Figure 6C (Brodmann et al., 2017).
Canonical T6SSs have a conserved sequence on their sheath
protein, an α-helical region at the N-terminus of VipB which
includes a consensus sequence “LLDEIM” (residues 19–24 of the
V. cholerae TssC homolog, VipB) that is bound by the ClpV
ATPase (Pietrosiuk et al., 2011). However, F. tularensis IglB has
no similar α-helical region or consensus sequence. The sheath

sequence recognized by ClpB ATPase has not been determined,
but presumably is more exposed and accessible to binding in the
contracted than in the pre-contracted sheath conformation.

Antennae
Contractile injection systems are thought to function in a contact
dependent fashion, with sheath contraction occurring upon
interaction between the system and the target surface. In the
case of myophage, receptor binding proteins are connected via
tail fibers to the baseplate (Bartual et al., 2010). R-pyocins
(Higerd et al., 1969), MACs (Shikuma et al., 2014), and Afps
(Heymann et al., 2013) have been shown to have similar tail-
fiber structures connecting to their baseplates. It is thought
that interaction between the tail fiber receptor and its ligand
triggers conformational changes in the baseplate that in turn
lead to opening of the baseplate and sheath contraction. For
T6SS, ECT of intactM. xanthus bacteria has visualized tail fiber-
like antennae with terminal bulbs suggestive of receptor binding
proteins (Chang et al., 2017). The genes encoding these structures
are not known and most likely reside outside of the T6SS gene
cluster as no genes homologous to tail fiber proteins are present
within the M. xanthus T6SS gene cluster (Chang et al., 2017).
In addition, as connections between the antennae and the T6SS
baseplate or membrane complex have not been visualized, it is
unclear whether the observed antennae are truly T6SS elements.

Because F. tularensis T6SS functions to mediate phagosome
escape, it is tempting to speculate that it possesses similar
antennae-like sensors that interact with molecules within the
host phagosome or on the phagosomal membrane to trigger
contraction.

The T6SS Assembly Process
The sequence of events involved in assembly of canonical
T6SS has been dissected by genetic mutational analysis and
fluorescence studies in EAEC (Brunet et al., 2015; Zoued et al.,
2016b). These studies have revealed that assembly of the T6SS
begins with recruitment of TssM to TssJ. TssA, acting as a
chaperone, then binds to the TssMJ prior to recruitment of TssL
and formation of the membrane complex. As noted above, the
TssA complex, with its 6-fold symmetry, could impose a similar
symmetry during assembly of the TssJLM membrane complex
(Zoued et al., 2017). The baseplate then assembles at the site of the
membrane complex and polymerization of the sheath and tube
follows (Brunet et al., 2015), again with a requirement for TssA
acting as a chaperone to ensure proper assembly, though TssA
does not become a part of the final assembled baseplate (Zoued
et al., 2017). Polymerization of the sheath and tube then occur,
and it has been shown that TssA is required for proper stacking
of Hcp hexamers and for extension of the sheath, leading to the
hypothesis that the star shaped TssA complex acts as a chaperone
to ensure proper assembly of each new hexagonal layer of the
tube and extended sheath (Zoued et al., 2017). As the tube and
sheath assemble, the TssA complex remains associated with the
distal end of the sheath (Zoued et al., 2016b). In the final extended
sheath, TssAmay function in a fashion analogous to the T4 phage
gp3/gp15 tube/sheath terminator proteins, serving to stabilize the
extended sheath and ensure proper expulsion of the tube during
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contraction (Zoued et al., 2016b). CryoEM of extended sheaths
from the contraction-defective VipA-N3 expressing strain of
V. cholerae by Basler’s group revealed cap-like structures at the
distal end of the sheaths (resolved at 7.5 Å) with a star-like
configuration and an estimated mass of 540 kDa, consistent
with either dodecameric TssA or an unusual configuration of
the terminal VipA/B sheath subunits (Nazarov et al., 2018). An
alternative model has been proposed by Planamente et al., who
also observed dodecameric rings of Pseudomonas TssA1 at the
ends of T6SS sheaths, demonstrated interaction of TssA1 with
TssK1 and TssF1 by pull-down experiments, and noted sequence
similarity between the TssA1 and the C-terminus of gp6, leading
them to propose a gp6-like role for the Pseudomonas TssA1 in the
baseplate (Planamente et al., 2016). However, TssA of EAEC lacks
the gp6-like domain found in Pseudomonas TssA1, and whereas
TssA is essential to EAEC T6SS assembly and function, TssA1
is not essential to Pseudomonas T6SS function, suggesting that
EAEC TssA and Pseudomonas TssA1 have different structures
and functions (Zoued et al., 2017).

While it is likely that the Francisella T6SS is assembled in a
similar fashion, the Francisella orthologue to TssA of EAEC has
not been identified.

SUMMARY

Clearly, we have come a long way in our understanding of
the Francisella T6SS, yet much remains to be determined. Key
unresolved issues include: (a) the protein composition and
structure of the baseplate, (b) the intracellular signals that trigger
contraction, (c) the receptors that sense these signals, (d) the
signal transduction mechanism, (e) an atomic model of the
baseplate and membrane complex, (f) the atomic structure of
the extended sheath, and (g) identification of the functions of the
secreted components and an understanding of how they promote
phagosome escape and intracellular replication.
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